Play your best..
On and Off

Make sure you and everyone around you
has a good time, on and off the pitch.

Play Your Part
Streaming Policy
Introduction

Guildford Saints Football Club made the decision to introduce
streaming into the Club several years ago to ensure that
all players within the Club are playing at the appropriate level
to allow them to develop. GSFC are aware that streaming
can be a contentious issue in any form of education
or recreational sports activity. However, it is necessary
for streaming to be introduced because GSFC feel
it is important that all players develop at a rate comfortable
to them.
Players grow at different rates and so develop at different
rates also. We feel that to support their long term involvement
and enjoyment of football they need to play at a level
that is appropriate to their playing ability at that moment
in time and that they play with and against similar ability players.

Streaming Stages

At the end of each season the squads will be evaluated
and any decision to move player’s up or down for the following
season will be made. At the same time if a child is doing
exceptionally well or is struggling with confidence they
can be moved up or down a squad during the season
to ensure that they are playing at the appropriate ability
to develop their self-confidence, be appropriately challenged
and improve their technical and tactical skills.
During all stages of the streaming process, players should
be comfortable playing in most positions on the pitch
to support their all-round development.

It is the age group Managers role, along with the professional
Coaches, to ensure this policy is carried out fairly and openly.
The interest of each player’s footballing development
is paramount and will certainly be the basis of all our decisions.
The decision needs to be discussed and agreed by the age
group Manager and the Professional Coaches.
The process needs to be transparent so that parents
and children are provided with 2 or 3 areas for improvement
that they can focus on in training and in their own time,
that will enable them to fulfil their potential in the future.
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contd...

Benefits of streaming for the child:

What do we mean by early or late developing children?
This is influenced by several factors those children born early
in the school year often benefit from being more physical
advanced for example quicker or stronger. Being slightly older
they may understand and be able to take on more information
and have a higher level of game understanding.
Football age is based on how many hours a week a child spends
playing football. You may have a 6-year-old who has played
since the age of 4 and an 8 year old who has just started
their football journey and so the football age between
the 2 is completely different.
•

Mixed ability teams often lead to children who are early
developers dominating the ball with late developer’s
receiving the ball far less and are unable to influence
the game.

•

Playing within your own ability group results in increased
touches, improves self-confidence, composure and
calmness on the ball. It allows children to take ownership
/ charge within a game setting as opposed to simply
‘passing’ to a seemingly more able player.

•

Early developers often become frustrated,
potentially resulting in avoiding passing to teammates
who they feel will lose the ball, potentially resulting
in them leaving to join a team that they feel is stronger.
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•

Less experienced children may feel that they are not good
enough, get frustrated at not seeing the ball and eventually
drop out altogether.

•

Mixed ability teams will play stronger opposition who have
been streamed and are able to apply pressure on the ball
faster providing children with less time and space to deal
with the ball. Playing teams and players of a similar athletic
and technical ability will result in increased time to control
the ball and make more effective decisions as opposed
to panicking under intense pressure.

•

It is important to remember every child develops
at different rates especially physically which tends
to even out around 14 or 15 and then technical ability
and tactical understanding start to separate players.

•

Children can move during the course of the season
if we feel they need to be more challenged or need
to boost their self-belief, we can move them up
or down a squad. Teams that struggle in their first
season do learn resilience, determination
and togetherness often leading to a far better 2nd season.
Kevin Wilson
Director of Coaching
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Children Moving Teams Protocol
Protocol for children moving between team’s
•

•

Professional Coach identifies children that have
the potential to be moved up or who are struggling
and perhaps need to move down a level.
This is based on the specific needs of each
child e.g., requires increased challenge or provide
them with more touches and time on the ball.
Discussion takes place between
Dawn and/or Kevin plus the coach.

•

Managers involved meet with Kevin to discuss
about who is potentially moving and the reasons why.

•

Parents of the child in question are offered
the opportunity to move but do not have to accept
the offer if they are happy where they are.
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•

Timing - this should be done toward the end of the season
in April or May so that the teams and child are settled
in advance of the new season.

•

If a team is struggling for numbers, to keep going,
all managers and Kevin/Dawn should try to find a solution
to keep all the teams playing in that age group and then
make the necessary changes at the end of the season.

•

We should be working together as an age group/Club
with the best interests of the child at the centre
of any decision. There needs to be transparency
and a group discussion before children or parents
are approached. When moving format e.g., 5 to 7 aside
we should be meeting in advance of the season ending
to discuss changes to squads.
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